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Time For A Highlander
A laird trapped between centuries Enchanted by a
powerful spell, Highland laird Drustan MacKeltar
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slumbered
for nearly five centuries hidden deep in a
cave, until an unlikely savior awakened him. The
enticing lass who dressed and spoke like no woman
he’d ever known was from his distant future, where
crumbled ruins were all that remained of his vanished
world. Drustan knew he had to return to his own
century if he was to save his people from a terrible
fate. And he needed the bewitching woman by his
side. A woman changed forever in his arms Gwen
Cassidy had come to Scotland to shake up her
humdrum life and, just maybe, meet a man. How
could she have known that a tumble down a Highland
ravine would send her plunging into an underground
cavern — to land atop the most devastatingly
seductive man she’d ever seen? Or that once he’d
kissed her, he wouldn’t let her go? Bound to Drustan
by a passion stronger than time, Gwen is swept back
to sixteenth-century Scotland, where a treacherous
enemy plots against them and where a warrior with
the power to change history will defy time itself for
the woman he loves. From the Paperback edition.

Spell of the Highlander
With her signature blend of sensual fantasy, thrilling
adventure, and breathtaking magic, Karen Marie
Moning—the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
such novels as Shadowfever and Dreamfever—is the
reigning queen of paranormal romance. Now in a
convenient eBook bundle, here are the seven novels
in her spellbinding Highlander series, featuring
passionate love stories with a time-travel twist:
Beyond the Highland Mist, To Tame a Highland
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Warrior,
Highlander, The Dark Highlander, The Immortal
Highlander, and Spell of the Highlander. “Highly
original . . . sensual, hard-to-put-down romance.
Karen Marie Moning is destined to make her mark on
the genre.”—Romantic Times, on Beyond the
Highland Mist Beyond the Highland Mist He is known
throughout medieval Scotland as Hawk. No woman
could refuse his touch, but no woman ever stirred his
heart—until Adrienne de Simone tumbles out of
modern-day Seattle and into Hawk’s legendary bed.
To Tame a Highland Warrior He was born to a clan of
Highland warriors of supernatural strength, but
Gavrael McIllioch abandoned his name to escape the
dark fate of his ancestors. Yet even from afar, he
watches over Jillian St. Clair. She is the only woman
who can tame the beast within him—even as deadly
enemies plot to destroy them both. The Highlander’s
Touch A trick of fate has sent Lisa seven hundred
years back in time and into Scottish warrior Circenn
Brodie’s chamber to tempt him with an all-consuming
desire. For this woman he burns to possess is also the
woman he has foresworn to destroy. Kiss of the
Highlander Enchanted by a powerful spell, Highland
laird Drustan MacKeltar has slumbered for nearly five
centuries, until an unlikely savior, Gwen Cassidy,
awakens him. Bound to Drustan, Gwen is swept back
to sixteenth-century Scotland where a warrior with
the power to change history will defy time itself for
the woman he loves. The Dark Highlander Dageus
MacKeltar is a sixteenth-century Scot trapped
between worlds, battling with the thirteen Druids who
possess his soul. When Chloe Zanders is drawn into
his world, she will face the challenge of a lifetime:
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fighting
irresistible man. The Immortal Highlander Adam Black
is free to roam across time in pursuit of his insatiable
desires, until a curse strips him of his immortality and
makes him invisible. The only woman who can see
him is Gabrielle O’Callaghan. It is the beginning of a
long, dangerous seduction, the price of which could
be their very lives. Spell of the Highlander Jessi St.
James first sees the gorgeous man staring out at her
from the glass of an ancient mirror. Heir to the arcane
magic of his Druid ancestors, Cian MacKeltar was
trapped centuries ago inside the Dark Glass, and now
an enemy will stop at nothing to reclaim it. And Cian
will stop at nothing to protect Jessi from a deadly fate.
“[Moning’s] storytelling skills are impressive, her
voice and pacing dynamic, and her plot as tight as a
cask of good Scotch whisky.”—Contra Costa Times, on
Kiss of the Highlander Includes a tantalizing excerpt
from Karen Marie Moning’s beloved novella Into the
Dreaming.

What Do I Read Next? 2003
He would sell his warrior soul to possess her. . . . An
alluring laird He was known throughout the kingdom
as Hawk, legendary predator of the battlefield and the
boudoir. No woman could refuse his touch, but no
woman ever stirred his heart—until a vengeful fairy
tumbled Adrienne de Simone out of modern-day
Seattle and into medieval Scotland. Captive in a
century not her own, entirely too bold, too outspoken,
she was an irresistible challenge to the sixteenthcentury rogue. Coerced into a marriage with Hawk,
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sweet seduction played havoc with her resolve. A
prisoner in time She had a perfect "no" on her perfect
lips for the notorious laird, but Hawk swore she would
whisper his name with desire, begging for the passion
he longed to ignite within her. Not even the barriers of
time and space would keep him from winning her
love. Despite her uncertainty about following the
promptings of her own passionate heart, Adrienne's
reservations were no match for Hawk's determination
to keep her by his side. . . . From the Paperback
edition.

Time's Curse
Enter a world of timeless seduction, of ancient
intrigue and modern-day passion. Enter the dazzling
world of Karen Marie Moning, whose acclaimed
Highlander novels have captivated readers, spanning
the continents and the centuries, bringing ancient
Scotland vividly to life. In a novel brimming with timetravel adventure and sensual heat, the bestselling
author of The Dark Highlander delivers a love story
that will hold you in thrall—and a hero you will most
certainly never forget. BEWARE: lethally seductive
alpha male of immense strength, do not look at him.
Do not touch him. Do not be tempted. Do not be
seduced. With his long, black hair and dark,
mesmerizing eyes, Adam Black is Trouble with a
capital T. Immortal, arrogant, and intensely sensual,
he is the consummate seducer, free to roam across
time and continents in pursuit of his insatiable
desires. That is, until a curse strips him of his
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immortality
and makes him invisible, a cruel fate for
so irresistible a man. With his very life at stake,
Adam’s only hope for survival is in the hands of the
one woman who can actually see him. Enter law
student Gabrielle O’Callaghan, who is cursed with the
ability to see both worlds: Mortal and Faery. From the
moment she lays eyes on this stunning male, Gabby
is certain of one thing: He could be her undoing. Thus
begins a long, dangerous seduction. Because despite
his powerful strength and unquenchable hungers,
Adam refuses to take a woman by force. Instead, he
will tease his way into Gabby’s bed and make her
want him just as he wants her. Now, no matter how
hard Gabby tries to avoid him, Adam is everywhere,
invisible to all but her—perched atop her office
cubicle in too-tight jeans, whispering softly from
behind the stacks of the law library, stealing her
breath away with his knowing smile…all the while
tempting her with the promise of unimaginable
pleasure in his arms. But soon danger will intrude on
this sensual dance. For as Adam’s quest to regain his
immortality plunges them into a world of timeless
magic and the deadly politics of the Faery queen’s
court, the price of surrender could be their very lives.
Unless they can thwart the conspiracy that threatens
both mortal and Faery realms…and give them a shot
at a destiny few mortals ever know: glorious,
wondrous, endless love. From the Hardcover edition.

Highland Shifter
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ
ORIGINAL SERIES Unrivaled storytelling. Unforgettable
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characters.
Rich historical detail. These are the
hallmarks of Diana Gabaldon’s work. Her New York
Times bestselling Outlander novels have earned the
praise of critics and captured the hearts of millions of
fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing
two remarkable characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall
and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding novel of passion
and history that combines exhilarating adventure with
a love story for the ages. One of the top ten bestloved novels in America, as seen on PBS’s The Great
American Read! Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire
Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back
from the war and reunited with her husband on a
second honeymoon when she walks through a
standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot
the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an
“outlander”—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding
clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743. Claire is
catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens
her life, and may shatter her heart. Marooned amid
danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her only
chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young
Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes
urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between
two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives.
This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the
following additional content: • An excerpt from Diana
Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in
the Outlander series • An interview with Diana
Gabaldon • An Outlander reader’s guide Praise for
Outlander “Marvelous and fantastic adventures,
romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “History comes deliciously alive
on the page.”—New York Daily News
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The Speaker, the Liberal Review
Perfect for readers of the bestselling Outlander
novels—and don’t miss the revised and updated first
volume of The Outlandish Companion! More than a
decade ago, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Diana Gabaldon delighted her legions of fans with The
Outlandish Companion, an indispensable guide to all
the Outlander books at the time. But that edition was
just a taste of things to come. Since that publication,
there have been four more Outlander novels, a side
series, assorted novellas, and one smash-hit Starz
original television series. Now Gabaldon serves up
The Outlandish Companion, Volume Two, an all-new
guide to the latest books in the series. Written with
Gabaldon’s signature wit and intelligence, this
compendium is bursting with generous commentary
and juicy insider details, including • a complete
chronology of the series thus far • full synopses of A
Fiery Cross, A Breath of Snow and Ashes, An Echo in
the Bone, and Written in My Own Heart’s Blood •
recaps of the Lord John Grey novels: Lord John and
the Private Matter, Lord John and the Brotherhood of
the Blade, Lord John and the Hand of Devils, and The
Scottish Prisoner • a who’s who of the cast of
Outlander characters, cross-referenced by book •
detailed maps and floor plans • a bibliographic guide
to research sources • essays on subjects as wide
ranging as Outlandish controversies regarding sex
and violence, the unique responsibilities of a writer of
historical fiction, and Gabaldon’s writing process • a
guided tour of the clothes, food, and music of the
eighteenth century • a Scottish glossary and
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pronunciation
guide • personal photos from the
author taken on the set of the Starz Outlander series
As entertaining, sweeping, and addictive as the series
itself, this second volume of The Outlandish
Companion is a one (or two)-of-a-kind gift from an
incomparable author.

A Scottish Historical Time Travel
Romance Collection
Only her love could gentle his savage soul— He was
born to a clan of warriors of supernatural strength,
but Gavrael McIllioch abandoned his name and his
Highland castle, determined to escape the dark fate
of his ancestors. Hiding his identity from the
relentless rival clan that hunted him, he called himself
Grimm to protect the people he cared for, vowing
never to acknowledge his love for ravishing Jillian St.
Clair. Yet even from afar he watched over her, and
when her father sent an urgent summons, "Come for
Jillian," he raced to her side—into a competition to win
her hand in marriage. Why had he run from her so
many years before? And why return now to see her
offered as a prize in her father's manipulative game?
Furious, Jillian vowed never to wed. But Grimm was
the man she loved, the one who urged her to marry
another. He tried to pretend indifference as she
tempted him, but he could not deny the fierce desires
that compelled him to abduct her from the altar. She
was the only woman who could tame the beast that
raged within him—even as deadly enemies plotted to
destroy them both. From the Paperback edition.
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Darkfever
Beware of witches, especially ones who pretend not to
be… Born a Roskelly witch, Liliana’s spent most of her
life running from who she is. Wielding dark power is
dangerous, seductive. Mostly, she passes as
human—until a clumsy spell lands her in 1890s
Glasgow, and her web of fabrications collapses.
Blackest of Black Magic workers, her Roskelly
kinswomen are on the move. Risen from their crypts,
they’ve set their sights on anyone standing in their
way. Sean makes certain Druid wealth remains
invisible. Consumed by the seedy world of offshore
havens, he’s caught unaware and shanghaied
backward in time. Furious at being targeted, he vows
any witch who crosses his path will die a fiery death.
He may have pissed off the Roskellys, but he’ll make
damn good and sure they rue the day they bullied
him. He tracks Liliana, intent on using his power to
flay skin from bone, but something about her brings
him up short. She may be a Roskelly, but the taint of
wicked power isn’t obvious. Beyond that, she’s so
alluring, she steals his wits. No longer hellbent on her
destruction, he shrouds himself in invisibility
determined to sort things out. READER PRAISE FOR
TIME'S CURSE: Awesome read. I love Liliana and
Sean's story. Wow and her familiar OwlWhat I
wouldn't give to have a familiar and a beautiful owl to
boot. (Makes me sad that it's only reserved for
stories.) Goodreads review. This has to be one of my
favorite time books so far. Highly recommended.
Goodreads review. I couldn't put the book down, I had
to know what happened next! I can't wait for book 3.
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Goodreads
review This book blew me away. So much
action, twists and turns. Loved it! Can't wait to see
what's next for the characters in this series. Things
are really beginning to heat up. Goodreads review
Fans of the following books and series are known to
enjoy this Highland Time-travel, paranormal romance
series: a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire
academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love
attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born
in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love
covert fae crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against
magic dark stranger the dream darkness bound
dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer
ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver
shifters hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken
iron and magic jinn's dominion junkyard druid Kate
Daniels’ Magic Series master of magic dragon's gift
natural mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire
rogues of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space
knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover magic
dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of time wild
hunger Fans of the following authors are known to
enjoy this Highland time-travel paranormal romance
series: ac cobble angela j ford anne marsh bella
forrest brett battles charlaine harris christie golden
christine Feehan Elizabeth hunter eve langlais hazel
hunter heather graham i t lucas ilona andrews isa
hunt j b turner j s scott j s striker jessica drake jessica
shattuck jeannine frost kate quinn kf breene kristin
harmel kristina weaver lana hartley lara adrian linsey
hall lisa daniels lj shen louisa morgan mandy m. roth
meg ripley michelle m. pillow mina carter milly taiden
nalini singh nina levine nora roberts patricia briggs
robert jordan shannon mayer shayne silvers suzanne
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danann Yasmine Galenorn Keywords related to this
Highland Time travel paranormal romance series:
Witch romance, Fantasy Books, Epic Urban Fantasy
series, Time Travel Romance, Highland Romance,
Demons, Animals & Nature, Popular Series,
Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top Rated Books, Tricks,
Fantasy Omnibus, Spells & Charms, Romance Books,
Backcountry, Fantasy Romance Books, Essential
Reads, Epic Fantasy, Omnibus Bundle, Paranormal
Romance Series, Adventure Books, Mythology and
Folklore, Celtic gods, Fae, Changelings, Top Rated
Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Fantasy
Bundle, Heroine, Supernatural and Occult, Sword And
Sorcery, Shifter Romance, Fantasy Stories, Witch
Series, Fantasy, Witch Omnibus, Best Rated Omnibus,
Omnibus Collection, Paranormal Romance Books,
Magical Adventures

The Outlandish Companion Volume Two
Forty-five-year-old history teacher Bethany Anne
Anderson wasn't supposed to die on her dream
vacation to Scotland. Someone else was supposed to
rescue the child from the falling druid stone. But she's
perfectly fine with moving on to the hereafter. She
has loved ones waiting for her. Then Tobias Morie,
better known as Fate, steps in. Her intervention has
changed the future. Before she can move on, she
must first help him correct one of his own mistakes.
That's fine until she wakes up in 1643 in the body of
twenty-year-old Lady Elspeth Frasier. Worse, she's
engaged to the very handsome, very young, very
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virile Quinton
MacLeod. But that's not all Fate
demands. She must give the Highland laird the heir
he’d originally been denied. Quinton MacLeod loved
once. He won't do it again, even if he had time for
such nonsense. With the Highland lairds divided
between loyalty to their beloved country and the
English king, he seeks only peace—in his keep and in
his heart. But raised in England and a ward of the
enemy, his beautiful new wife has strange notions of
education and cleanliness that cause chaos within
both. There's also the matter of her very unlady-like
views on the marriage bed, which, come to think of it,
he's more than happy to overlook. If only he could
trust her.

Curses, Lucks and Talismans
FIRST THREE BOOKS IN THE SERIES includes Going
Back for Romeo Not Without Juliet and Collecting
Isobelle ROMEO: Jillian is an American lured back to
the 15th century to rescue a plaid-clad Romeo and
Juliet before their story can end in tragedy. The
monster standing in her way, however, is a handsome
Highlander who might just be her own Romeoa
Romeo she must leave behind. Montgomery would
prefer to go down in history as the heartless creature
rather than betray his secrets. But when he falls in
love with the prophesied faery who has come to
expose him, he'll have to learn a wee lesson from the
star-crossed lovers or suffer the fate to which he once
condemned them. JULIET: Juliet has a hit man, the FBI,
a long-lost sister, and a handful of handsome
Highlanders hunting her through time. But she's not
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back until she gets what's hers. And her hunters
won't go back either--not without Juliet. Quinn's
timing stinks. He's about to die a martyr, which would
have been fine with him a year before, but 15th
century Scotland has revived his survival instincts and
he's decided he wants to live after all. His only hope?
Making one of his foes believe Quinn can control the
future. When Juliet and Quinn find they are meant for
each other, they'll have to maneuver around a
centuries-old curse and a villain with a higher purpose
of his own--or everything they want will be out of their
hands forever. ISOBELLE: If burying her alive didn't
bring her to her senses, what will? Isobelle's soft heart
for star-crossed lovers has delivered her to the shores
of Venice, and to the attention of God's Dragon, a
man whose responsibilities include trying witches. Her
Highlander guardian has his eye on the New World,
but if he doesn't stay close, Isobelle will end up in the
dragon's fire. Temptation hasn't been a problem for
Gaspar in years, but when a fiery Scotswoman bursts
into his territory spouting words of witchcraft, what
tempts him most is to put a great distance between
them. But the beauty is a danger to herself, and who
better to eliminate that danger, than God's Dragon? It
will be a simple thing, surely, to keep her from
reaching beneath his armor WHAT ABOUT WICKHAM,
BOOK 4, IS AVAILABLE NOW IN ITS ENTIRETY

Charming the Highlander
Two Scottish cousins--bound by far more than blood
ties and the rugged Highlands their clan calls
home--must break an ancient curse by marrying
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outsiders.
the cursed clan hangs in the balance.

Beyond the Highland Mist
A Highlander Loves Forever: In the twelfth century
Scotland, after the recent death of his father, Blane
Cameron had just stepped up as Laird of one of the
largest and most prosperous lands of the Highlands,
but a woman from his past isn't ready to let him
succeed. A witch, wielding the magic of the Sith, will
stop at nothing to destroy the man who couldn't love
her back.Present day Jade had given up on men.
Having not found even a spark of love, she's decided
that the passion and magic everyone else seemed to
find so easily was not for her. But when a haunting
voice leads her into the past, she'll have more than
her fair share of men to deal with, and she has more
than a spark with the handsome but distrustful
laird.Blane doesn't trust the strange woman claiming
to be from the future. The Highlander's Eternal Love:
Laird Brodie Cameron was focused on keeping his
clan safe during a time of uneasy peace. He had no
time to marry, but without an heir, the Cameron clan
is vulnerable. Taking things into her own hands, his
sister Hilda blackmails the grandson of a powerful
witch into casting a love spell, but rather than making
Brodie fall in love, the spell searches for his true
loveand pulls her through the constructs of time.In
present day New York, Emma's life had been stale for
awhile, and her cynicism only grew, but it isn't until
she falls through a portal and lands in Medieval
Scotland that she realizes she'd put her life on hold.
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She's willing
to give the gorgeous Highlander a
chance if it means that she'll have the future with
love and family that she's always wanted.Brodie
doesn't believe in the magic of love, but when he
gives into his desires, the nights turn hot, and he risks
losing his heart. When Emma discovers that she's
pregnant, she learns that there is a way for her to go
home. Get ready to be immersed in a world full of
magic and true passionate love!

Highlander Found
Perfect for fans of the Highlander novels of Karen
Marie Moning and Janet Chapman, Southern sass
meets Highland heat in Maeve Greyson’s scintillating
Highland Hearts romance. With bedroom eyes and
racetrack curves, Kenna Sinclair seems like just
another pretty Kentucky girl. But she can also read
minds, erase memories, and jump through time—a
skill set that comes in handy when her matchmaking
granny sends her back to thirteenth-century Scotland
on the pretext of visiting her older sister. When she
encounters the clan’s womanizing man-at-arms,
Kenna instantly knows the gorgeous Highlander has
only one thing on his mind. She vows to steer clear of
him, but after a single electrifying touch, she finds
that playing hard to get won’t be quite so easy. . . .
Bewitched by the first lass who could ever resist him,
Colum Garrison will do anything to prove his devotion,
even ask for Kenna’s hand in marriage—and swear off
his chosen form of recreation until their wedding
night. It’s a burden for a man of his thunderous
appetite, but the sinful temptation is not his alone:
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with anticipation for a moment that can’t come soon
enough. When she’s willing, Colum will be ready and
waiting—with a love that lasts a lifetime. Praise for My
Highland Bride “My Highland Bride is an entertaining
time-travel story packed with spice, humor, fantasy
and nonstop adventure.”—Sandy Blair, USA Today
bestselling author of The Laird “What a roller coaster
of emotions throughout. I love, love, love the Sinclair
sisters and can’t wait to read more about the twins.
Colum: just yum!”—Cassidy Cayman, author of the
Lost Highlander series “A captivating tale you won’t
want to end, with the magic of time runners, sexy
kilted men, and consuming love.”—Vonnie Davis,
author of the Highlander’s Beloved series “Sensual . .
. The quest for Colum and Kenna’s happiness propels
the novel forward and will easily keep the reader’s
attention.”—Publishers Weekly “The incongruity of
Kenna’s modern-day language and behavior leads to
plenty of laughs, while the serious content has
emotional heft.”—Library Journal “A wonderful
romance, written perfectly, definitely a perfect read
for all fans of the genre.”—Disheveled Book Blog “I
really was enchanted with My Highland Bride! It was
full of adventure, humor, romance and a whole bunch
of everything!”—The Jeep Diva “Maeve Greyson does
a good job of writing lighthearted, fun, fantastical
stories that start in the twenty-first-century America
and end in thirteenth-century Scotland.”—Bambi
Unbridled “What makes this book and the series so
good is that the characters are excellent. Maeve
Greyson knows how to write characters that you can
connect to. . . . The love scenes are passionate and
heady.”—Kilts and Swords “My Highland Bride is so
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more than a steamy romance and will become
a book you can reread over and over again like I
have!”—Working Mommy Journal “If you enjoy
reading about Highlanders, time travel, and
paranormal activity, with a few laugh-out-loud scenes,
then this book is for you.”—Romance with a Book
Includes a special message from the editor, as well as
an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

The Curse of Clan Ross
Divorced, desperate, and destitute, former
restaurateur Defiance Dayne finds out she has been
bequeathed a house by a complete stranger. She is
surprised, to say the least, and her curiosity gets the
better of her. She leaves her beloved Phoenix and
heads to one of the most infamous towns in America:
Salem, Massachusetts. She's only there to find out
why a woman she's never met would leave her a
house. A veritable castle that has seen better days.
She couldn't possibly accept it, but the lawyer
assigned to the case practically begs her to take it off
her hands, mostly because she's scared of it. The
house. The inanimate structure that, as far as Dephne
can tell, has never hurt a fly. Though it does come
with some baggage. A pesky neighbor who wants her
gone. A scruffy cat who's a bit of a jerk. And a
handyman bathed in ink who could moonlight as a
supermodel for GQ. She decides to give it three days,
and not because of the model. She feels at home in
Salem. Safe. But even that comes to a screeching halt
when people begin knocking on her door day and
night, begging for her help to locate their lost objects.
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few mysterious mishaps, Dephne is beginning to
wonder if they're not right.

Timespell
An embattled Highlander. A time-travelling cop. An
ancient curse.When Lieutenant Detective Carmen
Hendricks is whisked back in time to a mysterious
corner of the Scottish Highlands, she finds herself
caught in a battle against forces beyond her control.
Back home, she could rely on her gun, but the past
isn't like the future.Angus Cameron, heir to the
Phoenix Throne, doesn't know what to make of the
strange woman thrust into his midst, but he quickly
realizes Carmen is unlike any woman he's ever met.
Not only can she hold her own in a fight that would
make grown men quake in their boots, but she carries
the secret to reclaiming the lost Phoenix Throne from
the curse enshrouding it.Can Carmen and Angus
bridge the gap across the centuries to break the curse
and find lasting happiness?

Healing the Highlander
A feisty beauty tempted by a bold highlander's
touchWhen a plane crash strands brilliant scientist
Grace Sutter on an icy mountaintop in Maine, she
finds herself alone in the wilderness with the only
other surviving passenger -- Greylen MacKeage,a
sexy, medieval warrior who's been tossed through
time to find the woman he's destined to love. Forced
together to survive the harsh, wintry landscape,
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neither
them. But Grace is not used to letting her heart take
control, and Greylen will settle for nothing less than
her heart's surrender.

Highlander's Curse
Journey to the world of sensuous Highlanders in these
classic paranormal romances by the "New York
Times"-bestselling author of "Bloodfever," now
available at an enticing low price. Reissue.

Travel
The Immortal Highlander
Piper's been torn from Lachlan and believes him gone
for good. Possessed by Daria's spirit, she's plagued by
nightmares and fears she may be dangerous to those
she loves. When she discovers a surprising family
secret, she sets out to free herself and avenge her
lost love. Lachlan's trapped in the eighteenth century,
trying to a lead a clan that mostly wants him dead. All
he wants is to find Piper, but first he has to set history
back on its proper course. All except the part where
he ends up in the family crypt.

The Dark Highlander
He was outcast and alone—until she welcomed him
into her heart… Cheated of his inheritance and
burdened by the legacy of his Fae blood, Garrett
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MacLachlan
believes he is doomed to be an outcast
forever—until he meets Annelise of Kinfairlie, a gentle
maiden with the power to turn his curse to gift. Can
Garrett reclaim his stolen legacy with Annelise by his
side? If Annelise defies her family to pursue true love,
will that be enough to heal Garrett? And even if they
triumph over mortal foes, will the Fae demand a price
neither of them can pay? This edition includes a Cast
of Continuing Characters. ***** I’ve written many
series set in my fictional medieval Scottish world of
Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This is the order
in which the stories take place, although you can start
with any series. I recommend you read each series in
order. There’s a tab on my website for ALL books in
this world: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The
Rogues of Ravensmuir This is the first series to take
place in this world. These three books are a bit more
gothic in tone and less tightly linked to each other
than the books in subsequent series. 1. The Rogue
Merlyn and Ysabella’s story is a second chance
romance with a bit of intrigue and suspense. Their
relationship is a class war - he’s the laird and she’s a
village girl - but there’s an immediate attraction
between them. Can Merlyn trust in love at first sight?
Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a husband when he
returns five years after their parting to ask for her
help? This is the first book featuring Ravensmuir and
in it, we learn the story of its sister holding, Kinfairlie.
2. The Scoundrel Can a notorious bad boy like
Merlyn’s brother Gawain be redeemed by love? In this
story, Gawain meets his match, the enticing
Eglantine, who is not just as adept a thief as he is but
is prepared to seduce him to regain the prize she
desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of action,
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adventure
and intrigue takes us from York to the
highlands of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at
Inverfyre. 3. The Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel,
Inverfyre is lost to the notorious MacLaren clan, but
years later, Eglantine and Gawain’s son Michael - the
Hawk of Inverfyre - returns to reclaim his legacy. He
has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to be his
bride, never guessing that these two have shared a
great passion in their past lives. At Inverfyre, Aileen is
plagued by visions and fears she is going mad, while
the Hawk is uncertain whether his beguiling new bride
can be trusted—or whether she has let the MacLarens
in the gate. This medieval Scottish romance has some
fantasy elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II. The
Jewels of Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is
a family gathering at Inverfyre. We briefly meet
Merlyn and Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife Catherine,
and their eight children. This series begins several
years later, after Roland and Catherine’s tragic death,
when their oldest son Alexander suddenly becomes
laird. The treasury is empty. The harvest will be poor.
Alexander needs to see his sisters married as quickly
as possible, but they wish to wed for love. 1. The
Beauty Bride Alexander arranges an auction for the
hand of his defiant sister, intending to manage the list
of bidders - but a notorious mercenary, Rhys
fitzHenry, pays the highest price. This arranged
marriage doesn’t begin well, as Madeline is a runaway
bride, but Rhys pursues her, saves her, and tries to
court her. I love that Rhys tells Madeline stories to win
her heart, and that she quickly figures out that each
choice of story reveals one of her husband’s secrets.
2. The Rose Red Bride Alexander thinks he’s learned
his lesson and is thrilled when Vivienne’s former
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a little uncommon that Nicholas wants to abduct his
bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will think
that a romantic gesture, and when the wedding is
held in the morning, all will be well. But the
highlander seeking Alexander’s agreement isn’t
Nicholas - it’s his brother Erik in disguise, a man who
needs a wife only because he needs a son to claim his
legacy. He’s not counting on Vivienne stealing his
heart, too. 3. The Snow White Bride It’s Christmas at
Kinfairlie and a mysterious noblewoman seeks refuge
in the chapel. When the sisters learn that she’s a
widow in need of protection, they decide to play a
trick on Alexander and arrange his marriage. Eleanor
thinks husbands are all the same, so is agreeable,
although she isn’t counting on Alexander’s youth,
charm, and desire to claim her heart. When her past
catches up to her and Kinfairlie is at risk, how much
will Eleanor sacrifice to see her new husband safe?
What price will Alexander pay to defend his bride? 4.
The Ballad of Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate
queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was
adopted by Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in
the realm of the Fae in The Rose Red Bride. In this
short story, a friends-to-lovers story, Padraig rescues
Rosamunde, his valor making her realize that she
loves him, too. III. The True Love Brides At the end of
The Snow White Bride, Alexander decrees that his
remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal to the
realm of the Fae has been opened, though, and the
Fae king Finvarra desires Elizabeth. Finvarra agrees
that he will abandon his suit if four of the siblings
marry their true loves, although Elizabeth knows that
the portal to the Fae realm has to be closed as well. 1.
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The Renegade’s
Heart Isabella is smitten with a rogue
knight, come to Kinfairlie to demand the return of his
family’s stolen treasure. She takes Murdoch’s cause
against that of her brother, then learns that Murdoch
has been claimed by the Fae queen - who holds his
heart still. Can a mortal maiden defeat an immortal
queen by winning Murdoch’s love for her own? 2. The
Highlander’s Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the
thoughts of others as clearly as his own, a spell
intended to make him an outcast so his legacy could
be stolen. He finds solace in the company and the
touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s love heal him
so he can recover his stolen legacy and give her the
home - and the husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost
Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm returns to Ravensmuir after
years as a mercenary with a hoard large enough to
finance the rebuilding of his legacy and his soul due
to the Fae. When pregnant Catriona arrives at
Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he can give her a future
with a marriage of convenience that makes her child
heir to Ravensmuir. Catriona expects nothing of men,
but Malcolm’s kindness and strength earns her love and makes her determined to save his soul,
regardless of the price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize The
mercenary Rafael thinks his companion’s sister,
Elizabeth, could be an angel come to earth, and one
who will hold him accountable for his sins. Challenged
by her and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself
instead of his comrade Malcolm and begins to change
his life with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth from
Finvarra? He’s determined to try, no matter what the
risk to himself - and Elizabeth cannot resist a man
who chooses nobly, just for her. IV. The Brides of
Inverfyre There is one sibling left unmarried (Ross)
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and we
the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1. The
Mercenary’s Bride This Scottish medieval romance is
a Christmas novella, the story of a knight returning to
Inverfyre to keep his promise to the laird’s daughter.
Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no
longer the man he was and he blames the Hawk for
the change in his fortunes. But his bitterness melts
before the admiration of Mhairi, for the maiden he
admired has become a beauty he would die to serve.
2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe is a beauty
and an heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her
marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk of
Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that
his cousin, Ross, will be sent after her. Aiofe intends
to claim Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she
knows with one glimpse that he’s the man for her.
Ross is caught between his duty and his heart - and
the wicked MacLarens who would use Aiofe as a pawn
in their own plan to possess Inverfyre. There will be
more stories in this series, too. There are Family Trees
for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie available as
free downloads in my online store. The links are on
my website, right here:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ *****
medieval romance, historical romance, scottish
romance, marriage of convenience, runaway bride,
outlaw hero, beauty and the beast, scotland, wales,
action adventure, intrigue

The Drinking Customs of Scotland, as
Contrasted with Those of England: Their
Cost, Cause, Effects, and Cure, with a
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Consideration of the Maine Law. By an
Excise Official
A druid’s determinationA witch’s stormy rite of
passage Katerina eats, sleeps, and breathes cultural
anthropology. The only stain on her success is her
worry she’ll go mad just like a few other women in her
family. That fear rockets to the fore when she’s on a
lecture tour in the Scottish Highlands and
hallucinations grab her, visions rife with horrors
straight out of medieval folklore. Arlen, Arch Druid for
all of Great Britain, hasn't called on his magic much in
the past hundred years. No need for it in the midst of
the twenty-first century. While attending a lecture, he
detects fell forces. A closer look reveals the
impossible. He’d thought the Roskelly witches long
dead. Brutal, feral, violent, they were the force behind
Scotland’s bloodiest clan wars. Risen from their
crypts, they’re intent on Katerina. What he can’t
figure out is why. Finally! A challenge for his longneglected powers. Far from being grateful, though,
Katerina doesn’t trust him. Why should she? A
headlong dash to escape his unwanted attention
lands her three hundred years in the past with no way
out.

My Highland Bride
A study in the collision between Western medicine
and the beliefs of a traditional culture focuses on a
hospitalized child of Laotian immigrants whose belief
that illness is a spiritual matter comes into conflict
with doctors' methods.
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The Highlander Series 7-Book Bundle
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current
popular fiction and recommends other books by such
criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period,
geographical setting, or genre

The Last Highlander
Scotland, 1314: After the Scots reclaim Edinburgh
Castle, Alasdair MacAuley only wants to celebrate. But
the revels are interrupted by an old crone who claims
the castle's true owner is the legendary witch
Morgaine le Fee. Dared by his fellow warriors to go
meet the witch, Alasdair heads down a flight of
stairs—and tumbles right into another century…
Scotland, 1998: American Morgan Lafayette is in
Scotland to enjoy the history, not to ogle men in kilts.
So when she stumbles upon a brawny man in a kilt,
she is less than enthralled. She is certain he'd drunk,
for he claims Morgan is a powerful sorceress who has
brought him to her magical kingdom! Despite her
reluctance, she is intensely drawn to this handsome
Highlander and the mystery surrounding him, a
mystery that has the power to alter history—and her
heart—forever Finalist Colorado Romance Writers’
Award of Excellence for Best Paranormal, Fantasy or
Time Travel Romance “The Last Highlander is a
tremendous time travel tale that stars two wondrous
lead protagonists. The brisk story line will grab onto
readers from page one and not let go until the story is
complete.”—Affaire de Coeur “With an ending
guaranteed to bring a tear and a smile to your
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face—The
thoroughly entertaining read. A winner!”—Writers
Club Romance Group on AOL Reviewer Board “At
times humorous, at times heartwrenching, this unique
time travel deftly combines historical facts with a
shimmering romance that defies time and place…The
resolution is simply wonderful, and I’m not going to
give it away. You will just have to read it yourself to
savor the feast Ms. [Delacroix] provides.”—Old Book
Barn Gazette “Sensual beyond belief and romantic
enough to quench even the most thirsty of those who
read the genre, Ms. [Delacroix] scores a big ten out of
ten with her latest novel. One peek between the
covers is all it takes to hook you. An exciting delight
and a marvelous read; clearly one of this year’ s
best.”—Under the Covers Reviews “Long after the last
word, you will bask in the afterglow of this fascinating
story.”—Rendezvous “A touching and heartwarming
story. [Delacroix]’s characters are easy to love and
the story is fast paced. Anyone looking to escape with
a Highland rogue will definitely love The Last
Highlander!”—Compuserve Romance Reviews “The
best time travel I have ever read!”—The Literary
Times “You’ll love this story of how love can bring two
people back together to give each their heart’ s
desire. Splendid!”—Bell Book & Candle. “The Last
Highlander is a delightful tale of a love that crosses
centuries.”—The Romantic Bower * * * time travel
romance, scottish romance, contemporary romance,
romantic comedy, star crossed lovers, highlander,
vacation romance

The Craving
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Reckoning (Book 4 of Lost Highlander
Series)
A mysterious Druid book and Helen's sixth sense send
her to Scotland in search of a missing boy. After being
attacked by strange men dressed in medieval garb, a
handsome, desirable hero answering to the boy's
name rescues her. No one is more surprised than she
to find herself in sixteenth century Scotland. Unable
to deny the reality of time travel, Helen discovers
smoldering passion with a man destined to leave her.
Simon has lived his Druid life in two very different
worlds, two vastly different times, and when Helen
practically lands in his lap, he knows his life is about
to change forever. There are enemies in California
lying in wait for her, and an army in Scotland closing
in on his family. Simon is the only person who can
protect her. But when she learns his most guarded
secret, will she still want him? Can Helen love a
Highland Shifter?

My Tempting Highlander
Thrown back in time to fulfill the promise of a dying
woman, Audrina must find her destiny in the wild
Scottish Highlands -- and discover the man that fate
chose for her hundreds of years ago.Audrina James
was only trying to stop the old brooch from being
stolen; she didn't know that touching it would send
her back in time to medieval Scotland! But the brooch
belonged to Audrina's ancestor, a woman who died
tragically on her wedding night and swore to her last
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the day since Colin MacLaren's bride suffered and
died at the whim of a bloody-handed English occupier.
So how is she standing before him? No matter how
adamant her protests that she doesn't know him -- no
matter how crazy her story about coming from the
future -- Colin is sure this woman is his lost love. Now
if only he can convince her of that.Together they must
navigate the vagaries of fate that brought them
together, their own scorching physical attraction, and
the ever-present danger from Colin's enemies
including a certain murderous English nobleman who
knows Audrina must be a witch. After all, didn't he kill
her with his own two hands?Highlander Found is the
first book in the Highlander of Time series, perfect for
fans of brooding heroes, intrepid heroines, and pageturning time-travel romance. Grab your copy today,
and enter the exciting world of Highlander of Time!

Ghost Clan (Phoenix Throne Book 1)
MacKayla Lane’s life is good. She has great friends, a
decent job, and a car that breaks down only every
other week or so. In other words, she’s your perfectly
ordinary twenty-first-century woman. Or so she thinks
. . . until something extraordinary happens. When her
sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her
death—a cryptic message on Mac’s cell phone—Mac
journeys to Ireland in search of answers. The quest to
find her sister’s killer draws her into a shadowy realm
where nothing is as it seems, where good and evil
wear the same treacherously seductive mask. She is
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soon faced
with an even greater challenge: staying
alive long enough to learn how to handle a power she
had no idea she possessed–a gift that allows her to
see beyond the world of man, into the dangerous
realm of the Fae. . . . As Mac delves deeper into the
mystery of her sister’s death, her every move is
shadowed by the dark, mysterious Jericho, a man with
no past and only mockery for a future. As she begins
to close in on the truth, the ruthless Vlane—an alpha
Fae who makes sex an addiction for human
women–closes in on her. And as the boundary
between worlds begins to crumble, Mac’s true mission
becomes clear: find the elusive Sinsar Dubh before
someone else claims the all-powerful Dark
Book—because whoever gets to it first holds nothing
less than complete control of the very fabric of both
worlds in their hands. . . . Look for all of Karen Marie
Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER |
BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN |
FEVERSONG BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt
from Karen Marie Moning's Bloodfever.

The Spirit Catches You and You Fall
Down
To Wish Upon a Roman
The Highlander's Curse
"Donna Grant understands the Scottish Heart and
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Rogues of Scotland Series." ~ Tea and Book Reviews
A QUEST FOR HAPPINESS Resigned to a lonely life
after a fierce betrayal of the man who broke her spirit,
Meg Alpin retreats to her family's castle. In her pursuit
to move on with her life, she uncovers long buried
secrets and discovers something magical amidst the
furniture in the tower. In one instant, her dull world is
given bright new meaning in the form of a Highlander
too magnificent, too handsome to be real. A DESIRE
FOR FREEDOM Cursed and caged in a mirror by a
gypsy, Ronan Galt's existence is complete darkness
and unquenchable need. When he's brought back into
the light, his distrust of women is at odds with his
instant attraction to the beautiful and strong Meg. In
his quest to be free of his prison, he will learn the true
meaning of love - but will it be too late to claim the
woman that was destined to be his?

The Highland Sportsman and Tourist
ANDREW MACALISTER longs for a cure to free him
from the excruciating pain caused by an old wound,
but when he rescues a drowning woman, he has no
idea how much his life is about to change. All Drew
knows is that this mysterious woman is hiding
secrets—and that he’s never felt such a consuming
desire before. Yet he cannot deny her request for
help, even if it means bringing the detested English
army to his Highland clan’s home. LEAH NOBLE
MCQUARRIE still harbors a deep hatred of the Fae
who tortured her eleven years ago, forcing her to
escape back in time to the thirteenth century. A
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descendant
of the Fae, Leah denies her heritage and
her magical healing abilities. But the English army is
holding her beloved adoptive grandfather captive, so
Leah must seek help from the Fae—and the
captivating man whose touch she craves. Then Drew
discovers Leah’s secrets, and he’s torn between old
loyalties and trusting a woman who has the power to
give him the future he’s sought—but could destroy his
clan forever. . . .

Army-Navy-Air Force Register and
Defense Times
When COLIN MACALISTER is cursed by the Faerie
Queen and ends up in the bed of a twenty-firstcentury woman—who also happens to be the most
beautiful creature he’s ever laid eyes on—he’s torn
between anger and lust. Colin is determined to see
Scotland free of English control and must return to
the fourteenth century, yet he cannot forget the
woman who haunts his dreams and stirs him with
scorching desire. ABIGAIL PORTER can’t believe her
luck. After making a wish to find her soul mate, she
wakes up to find a gorgeous man in her bed! Can he
really be a medieval Highlander summoned by her
Faerie Magic, however? It seems crazy, but when
Abby discovers someone wants to enslave her
because of her Faerie heritage, she agrees to flee
with Colin to 1306 Scotland to avoid capture.
Thwarting danger at every turn, Abby and Colin
surrender to an irresistible passion. But is the magic
of true love powerful enough to save them?
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The Eternal Highlander
To Catch a Highlander
In her sexiest Highlander novel yet, "New York Times"
bestselling author Moning stirs up a sizzling brew of
ancient mystery and modern passion as she brings
together a devilishly handsome Celtic warrior trapped
in time and the woman who's about to pay a high
price for freeing him.

Highland Knight
In this sizzling romantic adventure, a daring Highland
lass plays a high-stakes game to keep the home she
lovesbut ends up losing her heart instead. When her
father gambles away the family estate to darkly
dangerous Lord Dougal MacLean, Sophia MacFarlane
is determined to use her wiles to regain it. Forced to
stake the one thing she has left -- her virtue -- she
desperately hopes her skill can limit her losses to a
few kissesno matter how hotly tempting Dougal turns
out to be. Dougal MacLean knows that Sophia has
some trick up her sleeve, but he can't resist the
challenge -- or her ravishing beauty. So when she
proposes a card game with most unusual stakes,
Dougal is delighted to accept. But as the game ends,
Dougal and Sophia discover they've wagered
something even more precious -- their hearts.

To Tame a Highland Warrior
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Kiss of the Highlander
From the author of My Highland Bride—hailed by
Sandy Blair as “an entertaining time-travel story
packed with spice, humor, fantasy, and nonstop
adventure”—comes a sensual novel featuring a wolfshifting chieftain who travels centuries to modern-day
Scotland to tame his one and only. Cursed to live
forever with neither wife nor child, Ronan Sutherland
has watched all he cherishes turn to dust—more than
once. For hundreds of years, he’s been trapped
behind the mists of Loch Ness, hoping to identify the
one woman who is prophesied to break the spell.
Now, at last, the fates have aligned, and he’s being
sent into the future to fetch her. After a single
glimpse, Ronan knows he’s been waiting all his life for
this passionate woman. Unlike her time-traveling
sisters, Mairi Sinclair is perfectly content to remain in
the present. As a hospital nurse in Edinburgh, she
cherishes the opportunity to put her gift of healing
powers to good use. But everything changes the
morning a mysterious wolf darts in front of her car.
Touching the wounded creature’s tawny coat, a tingle
surges through her. Yet when she returns with aid,
Mairi is shocked to find instead a man with broad
shoulders and fire in his eyes—a man who tempts her
to unleash the animal within. Praise for My Tempting
Highlander “With deft strokes, Maeve Greyson paints
another exciting and heartwarming time-travel
romance. As she takes you from the thirteenth
century to the twenty-first, you’ll smile over the
family antics, shiver over an ancient curse, and swoon
over the kilted heroes.”—Vonnie Davis, author of the
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Highlander’s
Beloved series “Once again Ms. Greyson
has effortlessly transported me into this magical
world. . . . With danger, excitement, sizzling heat and
moments of laughter, My Tempting Highlander . . . is
the ultimate Highland romance.”—Fresh Fiction
“There is a lot to love in this series . . . including great
writing, a fast pace, and another fresh and unique
plot. I loved [My Tempting Highlander] and am sure
you will as well.”—CK2S Kwips and Kritiques “I love
time travels, especially historical ones, and this time
travel did not disappoint me.”—Sportochick’s Musings
“I have fallen hard for time travel novels, so this
series has definitely hit the spot!”—Kilts and Swords
“If you like those Scottish heroes and the paranormal,
I think you’ll enjoy this one.”—The Good, The Bad,
and The Unread Don’t miss any of Maeve Greyson’s
enticing Scottish romances: The Highland Protector
Series: SADIE’S HIGHLANDER | JOANNA’S
HIGHLANDER | KATIE’S HIGHLANDER The Highland
Hearts Series: MY HIGHLAND LOVER | MY HIGHLAND
BRIDE | MY TEMPTING HIGHLANDER | MY SEDUCTIVE
HIGHLANDER Includes a special message from the
editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept
title.

Betwixt
MILES/HIGHLAND KNIGHT

Outlander
After receiving word of her aunt's death, Lucy Brady
finds herself the owner of a family heirloom she never
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knew existed.
Not only does the ancient locket
contain a mysterious crystal, it comes with an even
more mysterious warning-never say his name.
Ignoring what she presumes to be a superstition, Lucy
inadvertently calls forth an ancient Roman general
who demands his freedom from her tyrannical
bloodline. Deeming his appearance a prank
orchestrated by her best friend, Lucy comes up with
the most shocking condition she can think of-become
her sex slave for two whole weeks! Trapped in a
locket after entrusting the Celtic witch, Genevieve, to
reunite him with the reincarnation of his wife, General
Hadrian Marias is passed down through the witch's
endless generations, and forced to obey their every
command. When a lavender-eyed sorceress summons
him into the modern world, Hadrian is caught
somewhere between desire and hatred. Everything he
knows about Lucy stems from his experience with
Genevieve, but he soon discovers the only thing she
shares with her ancient ancestor is an uncanny
resemblance. Despite her damning heritage, he is
drawn to her. Can he overlook her ancestors and his
own guilt to choose her as his present? Will Lucy allow
him to, or will the past keep them apart?
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